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Abstract

Objective: The paranasal sinuses are almost always involved in cystic fibrosis, and chronic rhinosinusitis and nasal polyps are very frequent in

the disease. Hereby, the patients’ quality of life and their overall health are relevantly impaired. Although dornase alfa, a mucolytic agent, may

also be effective in the upper airways, deposition of inhaled drugs into paranasal sinuses is substantially limited. The novel PARI SINUSTM

nebuliser has been shown in deposition studies to deliver aerosol into paranasal sinuses but has not yet been clinically tested. This DBPC pilot-

trial applying dornase alfa aims to evaluate outcome parameters and sample sizes for a subsequent efficacy trial.

Methods: Primary outcome parameters assessed were the Sino-Nasal Outcome Test (SNOT-20, a disease-specific quality of life assessment

tool) and ventilated volume as measured by magnetic resonance imaging. Five CF patients were randomised to inhale either dornase alfa or

0.9% NaCl for 28 days and, after a wash-out period of 28 days, crossed over to the alternative treatment.

Results: Whereas normal saline was not associated with relevant changes in SNOT-20 scores, dornase alfa improved quality of life

( p = 0.043). MRI results showed no definite trend.

Conclusion: This first clinical study with the novel device gives promising results for the new therapeutic concept of sinonasal inhalation with

vibrating aerosols in regard to further analysis involving larger collectives.
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1. Introduction

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is the most frequent life-threatening

recessive genetic disorder in Caucasians. Enhanced viscos-

ity of the secretions from exocrine glands, caused by

defective CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR)

genes, is characteristic of the disease. In the respiratory

system both the lower airways (LAW) and the upper airways

(UAW) are affected. Therefore, chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS)

and the development of nasal polyps are pathognomonic for

CF [1–3]. Predominant symptoms include chronic nasal
.
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congestion, rhinorrhoea with anterior or postnasal drip,

mouth breathing, facial pain and sleep disturbances.

Moreover, anosmia may result in a reduced appetite and

further deterioration of nutritional status. In addition to the

failure of the UAW to filter, moisten and warm inspired air,

infections descending into the lungs can aggravate

pulmonary disease. In general, CRS worsens the overall

health of CF patients leading to a substantial decrease in

quality of life [2]. Overall, 30–67% of CF patients of all ages

suffer from CRS [2,3]. Furthermore, morphologic abnorm-

alities of the paranasal sinuses are detected by computed

tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in

almost 100% of patients [4,5], although in some cases the

anomaly is limited to hypoplastic frontal sinuses.

Mucus accumulation in the airways promotes colonisation

by opportunistic bacteria. This chronic bacterial infection

causing a vigorous host inflammatory response, dominated by

neutrophils, secondary damage airway epithelium. Degrada-

tion of the leucocytes releases large amounts of nuclear DNA

that further enhances the viscosity of airway secretions.

Dornase alfa, or recombinant human deoxyribonuclease,

hydrolyses DNA polymers, reduces DNA fragment length,

and decreases the viscosity of purulent CF-secretions [6].

Bronchial inhalation of dornase alfa significantly slows

pulmonary deterioration in patients with CF [7–9].

Aerosol deposition inside paranasal sinuses by inhalation

has been assessed in very few studies. However, as far back as

1967, Kauf [10] demonstrated the possibility of delivering

aerosol to sinus cavities, although these are not actively

ventilated cavities, communicating with the nose only via

narrow ducts. The underlying physical principle involves

generating a pressure gradient between the nasal and paranasal

cavities, allowing aerosol diffusion into passively ventilated

areas. Such pressure gradients can be generated using

vibrating airflows or by humming [11,12]. This principle

has been implemented in the PARI SINUSTM, a novel device

that targets drug delivery to the sinuses via a pulsating aerosol

at a frequency of approximately 44.5 Hz [13].

The functional theory underlying the device and its

ability to deliver dornase alfa were tested in a human nasal

cast model [14]. One ampoule of Pulmozyme1 (2500 mg

dornase alfa in 2.5 mL) was aerosolised using an adapted

PARI LC SPRINT STARTM nebuliser for 4 min into each

nostril, while the exit nostril was equipped with a resistor

and a filter. This resulted in about 7.5% of the dornase alfa

being deposited throughout all six paranasal cavities.

Deposition in the individual cavities ranged from 0.1% in

the frontal sinus to 2.5% in the maxillary sinus.

Approximately 40% of the nominal dose remained in the

nebuliser within a residual volume of 0.8 mL.

Recently, Moeller et al. [14,15] demonstrated the

effectiveness of the PARI SINUSTM pulsation system for

in vivo delivery of a carrier gas into the nasal sinuses of a

healthy subject. Nasal cavities were ventilated with 81mKr-

gas during 10 seconds of breath holding in front of a planar

gamma camera head. Without the pulsation system only the
nasal tract was ventilated. However, when pulsation was

added the sinuses became ventilated and maxillary sinuses

were identified in the gamma camera images. This

correlated with results obtained from spatial analysis of

activity distribution [14,15].

The aim of this pilot study was to evaluate outcome

parameters and estimate sample sizes for a subsequent trial

of the efficacy of dornase alfa, administered using the PARI

SINUSTM, in CF-related CRS.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study subjects

Inclusion criteria were a diagnosis of CF confirmed by

three positive sweat-tests and/or genetic analysis, as well as

the presence of intermittent or chronic symptoms of

rhinosinusitis. Because the study did not aim to assess

short-term post-surgical effects, patients who had undergone

sinonasal surgery�6 months before baseline were excluded.

Further exclusion criteria were: indications of nasal bleeding

or eardrum perforation; current systemic antipseudomonal

drug therapy; topical or systemic corticosteroid therapy;

known allergy or intolerance to dornase alfa; FEV1 < 30%

predicted; SaO2 < 93% on room air; the need for

supplementary oxygen; pregnancy; breastfeeding; and

participation in another clinical trial within 30 days before

or after the study.

Written informed consent was obtained from all patients

and from children’s guardian(s) where appropriate. The

study was approved by the local Ethics Committee and the

Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices (BfArm)

and has been registered with the U.S. National Institutes of

Health (NCT00265434).

2.2. Study design

This double-blind placebo-controlled cross-over study

was the pilot for a planned efficacy trial of the same design.

Patients were randomised to inhale either dornase alfa or

normal saline once daily for 28 days, followed by a wash-out

period of 28 days before crossing over to the alternative

treatment. Subjects were examined at baseline and at weeks

4, 8 and 12 of treatment, when the following parameters

were assessed:

Primary outcome parameters:

� Frequency and severity of upper airway symptoms

quantified by the SNOT-20-GAV.

� MRI volumetry of the aerated parts of the paranasal

sinuses.

Secondary outcome parameters:

� Use of conservative treatments for rhinosinusitis.
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� Mucosal condition, secretion, crusts, and polyps, as

determined by bilateral nasal endoscopy.

Pulmonary function as assessed by forced vital capacity

(FVC), forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) and

forced expiratory flow at 75–25% of FVC (FEF75–25).

The potential primary outcome parameters to be assessed

were changes in the Sino-Nasal Outcome Test-20 German

Adapted Version (SNOT-20-GAV) and variations in

ventilated volume as measured by sinonasal MRI volumetry.

Secondary parameters included changes in rhinoscopic

appearance and pulmonary function, and tolerance of the

inhalation procedure and the medication.

2.3. Study medication

Blinded medication was supplied as 2.5 mL vials

containing either 2500 mg dornase alfa (Pulmozyme1,

Hoffmann-La-Roche, Basel, Switzerland) or 0.9% saline

solution. Dornase alfa is a clear, non-foaming solution that

cannot be distinguished by sight or taste from normal saline,

which has served as placebo in many previous double-blind

placebo-controlled studies in cystic fibrosis.

2.4. Administration

Sinonasal inhalation was performed using the PARI

SINUSTM compressor (Pari Corp, Starnberg, Germany)

together with a PARI LC SPRINT STARTM nebuliser.

Dornase alfa or 0.9% NaCl was aerosolised into one nostril,

while the contralateral nostril was occluded and the soft

palate elevated as recommended for nasal lavage [16]. Study

medication was administered into both nostrils for 4 min

each side (Fig. 1).

[()TD$FIG]

Fig. 1. Sinonasal inhalation with the PARI SINUSTM device with semi-

occluded contralateral nostril, elevated soft palate and superposed vibration

of 44.5 Hz.
2.5. Sino-Nasal Outcome Test-20 (SNOT-20)

The Sino-Nasal Outcome Test (SNOT-20) [17–19] is a

disease-specific, health-related, 20-item quality of life

measure for patients with rhinosinusitis that focuses on

rhinologic as well as general complaints. For the present

study, a validated German adapted version (SNOT-20-GAV)

was used [19,20]. SNOT-20-GAV scores range between 0

and 5 for each item, with higher scores indicating a greater

rhinosinusitis-related health burden. The questionnaire

includes four specific sections as follows:

(a) SNOT overall score, including all 20 items.

(b) Primary nasal symptoms (PNS), including ‘nasal

obstruction’, ‘sneezing’, ‘runny nose’, ‘thick nasal

discharge’, ‘reduced sense of smell’.

(c) Secondary nasal symptoms (SNS), including ‘postnasal

discharge’, ‘need to clear one’s throat or soar throat’,

‘dry throat’, ‘cough’, ‘ear fullness’, ‘ear pain’ and

‘facial pain’.

(d) General quality of life (GQL), including ‘dizziness’,

‘difficulty falling asleep’, ‘waking up at night’, ‘waking

up feeling tired’, ‘reduced productivity’, ‘reduced

concentration’, ‘frustrated/restless/irritable’, ‘a feeling

of sadness’ and ‘embarrassment’.

2.6. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

MRI was performed using a standard head coil in a 1.5 T

MR clinical scanner (Siemens Vision plus, Erlangen,

Germany) with patients in the supine position. Both axial

and coronal sequences were acquired. The slices were 3 mm

thick with a 10% interslice gap. T2w Turbo Spin Echo (TSE)

and T1w Spin Echo (SE) sequences were applied in

perpendicular directions using the following parameters:

T2w TSE: TR = 4800 ms, TE = 100 ms, a = 1808, FOV

200 mm, Matrix 256 � 256.

T1w SE: TR = 500 ms, TE = 12 ms, a = 908, FOV

200 mm, Matrix 256 � 256.

No contrast media were applied.

MR images of the paranasal cavities (maxillar, frontal,

and sphenoidal sinus) were evaluated on a PACS workstation

by a paediatric radiologist. The maximum distance between

the bone boundaries in each dimension was used to calculate

the total volume of the individual sinus. The ventilated space

of each paranasal sinus was estimated using the ellipsoid

formula (a � b � c � 0.523 ml), where a = left-right dia-

meter, b = anterior–posterior diameter, and c = cranio–

caudal diameter.

2.7. Rhinoscopy

Rhinoscopic examination was performed by bilateral

rigid endoscopy of the nasal cavity. Mucosal condition and
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Fig. 2. Influence of sinonasally inhaled dornase alfa and 0.9% NaCl on the

overall SNOT-20 score (including all 20 items) comparing results from the

first day in the study, prior to the first sinonasal inhalation, to results from the

last day in therapy. Significant reduction of scores for dornase alfa compared

to 0.9% NaCl: p = 0.043. (Dotted line: mean; pts: points; pre: before

therapy (day 1); post: after therapy (day 28).)
secretion status, the presence of crusts and polyps were

assessed. If needed, decongestants and/or local anaesthetics

were applied prior to the examination.

The nasal polyposis was quantified as follows:

Stage 0: no polypous mucosa.

Stage 1: polypous mucosa restricted to the middle nasal

meatus.

Stage 2: polypous mucosa protruding into the lower nasal

meatus.

Stage 3: polypous mucosa obtruding the entire nasal

passage.

2.8. Biometrics

Data were analysed using a SAS Macro (SAS Version 9,

SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Linear models were applied

for the effects of the crossover design, and carry-over, period

and treatment effects in quantitative outcome parameters

were analysed according to Jones et al. [21,22]. In the

absence of carry-over and period effects, treatment effect

was evaluated using the non-parametric paired t-test. Exact

statistical tests of marginal homogeneity were used to

compare qualitative outcome parameters.

3. Results

Five CF-patients with chronic rhinosinusitis were

recruited into the study. Their baseline characteristics are

summarized in Table 1.

All five patients correctly performed sinonasal inhalation

with the PARI SINUSTM after viewing a training video and

under the initial supervision of the study nurse. Two patients

started with the active treatment (dornase alfa) and three

with placebo.

On the whole, inhalation of dornase alfa and saline using

the novel device was well tolerated. Although patient no. 3,

who had a history of unexplained recurrent haemoptysis and

nasal bleeding more than 6 months prior to enrolment, had to

interrupt the second treatment cycle (dornase alfa) due to

nasal bleeding, he completed all other protocol require-

ments. No other adverse events were seen.
Table 1

Baseline characteristics of study patients.

Patient no. Age

(years)

Genotype Sex P.a. S.a. FE

(%

1 17 dF508/dF508 f � + 11

2 38 dF508/dF508 m + � 3

3 22 dF508/G542X m � + 8

4 20 dF508/dF508 m + � 4

5 8 dF508/CFTRdele 17a-18 m � � 10

Median 20 8

P.a.: chronic colonisation with Pseudomonas aeruginosa, defined according to Ke

score [23] without chest X-ray.
3.1. Sino-Nasal Outcome Test (SNOT-20-GAV)

Differences in the SNOT-20-GAV scores are presented

in Figs. 2–5. Because neither carry-over nor period effects

were found, significance was assessed using a paired t-

test.

(a) Overall score

While placebo treatment did not result in any change

in the SNOT-20 overall score, dornase alfa caused a

marked reduction of symptoms despite the small

number of patients ( p = 0.043) (Fig. 2).

(b) Primary-nasal-symptoms (PNS)

In contrast to placebo, dornase alfa improved the

PNS subscore in all patients but this did not reach

statistical significance ( p = 0.08, Fig. 3)

(c) Secondary-nasal-symptoms (SNS)
V1

)

FEF25–75 (%) ENT surgery IgG (g/l) IgEI

(U/ml)

Shw

3 108 1991 17.0 318 75

7 9 1975/1976/1986 9.4 322 45

7 52 1988/2001 16.0 290 75

3 13 2002 15.0 53 65

9 108 – 6.2 60 75

7 52 15.0 290 75

rem et al. [22]. S.a.: Staphylococcus aureus. Shw: Shwachman–Kulczycki
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Fig. 3. Influence of dornase alfa and 0.9% NaCl on primary nasal symptoms

(PNS, including: nasal obstruction, sneezing, runny nose, thick nasal

discharge, reduced sense of smell): results failed to reach significance in

the group of five included patients although all patients improved with

verum in contrast to isotonic saline. (Dotted line: mean; pts: points; pre:

before therapy (day 1); post: after therapy (day 28).)
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Fig. 5. Influence of dornase alfa and 0.9% NaCl on general quality of life

(GQL, including dizziness, difficulty falling asleep, waking up at night,

waking up feeling tired, reduced productivity, reduced concentration,

frustrated/restless/irritable, a feeling of sadness and embarrassment). (Dot-

ted line: mean; pts: points; pre: before therapy (day 1); post: after therapy

(day 28).)
Although the decrease in SNS score seemed greater

with dornase alfa than with placebo, the difference of

these changes did not reach statistical significance

(Fig. 4).

(d) General quality of life (GQL)
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Fig. 4. Influence of dornase alfa or 0.9% NaCl on secondary nasal

symptoms (SNS, including: postnasal discharge, need to clear one’s throat

or soar throat, dry throat, cough, ear fullness, ear pain and facial pain).

(Dotted line: mean; pts: points; pre: before therapy (day 1); post: after

therapy (day 28).)
A slight but insignificant reduction in GQL

symptoms was seen with both dornase alfa and placebo

treatments (Fig. 5).

3.2. Rhinoscopy

For evaluation qualitative results are quoted into three

categories as an improved, unchanged or deteriorated

rhinoscopic aspect.

The mucosal aspect in rhinoscopy showed a trend to more

frequent improvement with verum (50% vs. 20%), but the

changes did not reach statistical significance in the pilot

group of five patients ( p = 0.125).

During placebo treatment the endoscopic presence of

nasal polyps remained unchanged in all but one patient who

revealed unilateral progression of polyposis. With dornase

alfa polyposis decreased in one patient. Changes did not

reach statistical significance in the pilot group of five

patients ( p = 0.083).

The presence of secretions or crusts in rhinoscopy

including characteristics of secretions regarding their

viscosity, mucopurulence, etc. did not show relevant

differences between verum and placebo ( p = 0.889).

3.3. MRI

Axial and coronal sinonasal MR images from patient no.

5 are shown in Fig. 6.

T2 weighted sequences (a and c) demonstrate hyper-

intense thickening of the mucosal wall (arrow). T1-weighted
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Fig. 6. Sinonasal MRI in patient no. 5 (a: axial T2w; b: axial T1; c: coronal T2w; d: coronal T1w).
sequences (b and d) show the hyperintense (bright) signal of

polyposis much clearer than T2-sequences. Also bulking

of the sinonasal wall can be detected on these images

(arrow).

Altogether, MRI did not detect a systematic effect of

treatment. The median value for aerated volume of the left

sphenoidal sinuses increased by 13.2% (SD 2.5, range 5.1–

21.3%, p = 0.014) during treatment with dornase alfa but the

area values of other aerated volumes of the right and left

maxillary or sphenoidal sinuses were widely scattered and

showed no definite trend.

3.4. Pulmonary function

Although the median FEV1 value increased by 3.2%

with sinonasal dornase alfa treatment, and declined by

1.6% with 0.9% NaCl, the results did not reach statistical

significance.

4. Discussion

Chronic rhinosinusitis, a hallmark of CF, can lead to

complete obstruction of the nasal passage due to excessive

proliferation of polypoid mucosa. Hence, considerable

restraints in quality of life can be anticipated for many
patients. The reason for the surprisingly low incidence of

self-reported rhinologic symptoms in CF is probably due to

the congenital nature of the disease and the fact that patients

learn to live with their symptoms [24]. Furthermore, CRS is

known to accelerate pulmonary deterioration in CF [25–26].

To date, treatment of severe CF-related CRS relies heavily

on surgical methods. However, the persisting CFTR defect in

sinonasal mucosa predetermines impairment of mucociliary

clearance, chronic inflammation and substantial post-opera-

tive recurrence rates [1,27] making surgery only part of the

therapeutic concept. After surgical treatment, recurrent

polyposis and excessive secretion frequently lead to obstruc-

tion and deterioration of the nasal function. Consequently, the

prospect of a conservative form of treatment, either to prevent

progression of CF-related CRS or to limit recurrence after

surgical intervention, appears very promising.

Although pulmonary inhalation of appropriate nebulised

substances is a relatively straightforward way, anatomical

features prevent drugs from easily reaching the paranasal

sinuses. Aerosols nebulised by conventional devices do not

enter the sinuses because these cavities are essentially

hollow non-actively ventilated organs communicating with

the nose only via narrow ducts. Recently, St Martin et al.

[28] assessed aerosol deposition into the paranasal sinus of

human cadavers by means of a scintigram. When Tc-99 M

was aerosolised before and after surgical widening of the
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sinus ostia, a significant increase of radioactivity was found

in the maxillary sinuses in the postoperative state. The

authors conclude that topical therapy for chronic sinusitis

may be more feasible in the postoperative situation.

This principle was applied by Cimmino et al. [29], who

nebulised dornase alfa into early postoperative CF paranasal

sinuses after surgical enlargement of the sinus ostia. Intranasal

inhalation of dornase alfa or placebo, using the SideStream

nebuliser and Portaneb compressor, was administered between

4 weeks and 12 months post-surgery. Nasal symptoms were

much better controlled in the dornase alfa group, and

rhinoscopic findings as well as FEV1 improved significantly.

Our planned clinical trial will assess the efficacy of

dornase alfa as conservative therapy in patients who have not

had recent surgery. Better deposition of aerosol into the

paranasal sinuses may also positively influence the high

post-operative recurrence rate of CF-related CRS.

The advent of the PARI SINUSTM significantly improves

the feasibility of administering topical medication into the

sinus system and this is the first clinical trial to use this

device in a clinical setting.

Although the small number of patients precludes inter-

pretation of statistical significance, the SNOT-20-GAV

questionnaire suggests that dornase alfa is effective in

reducing the overall score more than placebo ( p = 0.043).

Since dornase alfa should theoretically improve PNS (e.g.

thick nasal discharge, runny nose and nasal obstruction) it is

reassuring that it substantially reduced PNS scores despite the

large confidence intervals caused by the small sample size. The

SNOT-20 score is relatively independent of the physiological

nasal cycle, which alternates the predominantly perfused nasal

side every 2–6 h in healthy individuals [30]. Moreover, the

questionnaire integrates the CRS-health burden over the time.

In contrast to SNOT-20, MRI volumetry did not detect

any treatment effects, even though MRI is a highly specific

method used for objective monitoring of CRS therapies and

is more sensitive than CT in differentiating polyps, mucosa

and mucous plugs [4]. Non-exposure to radiation is a further

advantage of MRI over CT, especially in children. However,

its limitations include the lengthy duration of the examina-

tion, the inability of small children to undergo the analysis

without sedation, and the high costs involved. Nevertheless,

the physiological nasal cycle possibly could superpose

effects of conservative therapy.

5. Conclusion

Promising results were found in this DBPC-pilot study

for quality of life suggesting the effectiveness of dornase alfa

when administered sinonasally using the novel PARI-

SINUSTM device. Regarding imaging-results of the sino-

nasal area, which did not reveal significant changes in a

small group of patients, the applied short period of

conservative treatment must be considered and the well-

known lack of significant correlations of sinonasal imaging
to QoL, a frequently reported phenomenon even regarding

surgical therapy in this field [31,32].

SNOT-20 score seems to be an appropriate primary

outcome parameter for future efficacy studies. It is rather

independent of the physiological nasal cycle and integrates

many symptoms of CRS, such as postnasal drip, intermittent

nasal obstruction, and sleep disorders that cannot be

quantified using other methods.

This first clinical study with the novel device could give

novel perspectives in the conservative treatment of CF

sinonasal disease applying the new therapeutic concept of

sinonasal inhalation with vibrating aerosols. However,

results from the consecutive study including lager cohorts

of several tens of subjects are required to estimate the

effectiveness of the method.
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